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‘WOW WOW WOW!!!!! ABSOLUTELY AMAZING!! … From literally the first page you're hooked and gripped!! Kept
on the edge of my seat throughout I just couldn't put it down … my new all time favourite author!! … I just wish I
could've given it more than five stars!!!' Goodreads Reviewer, 5 stars
She didn’t know he was watching. Until it was too late.
She’d walked this way hundreds of times before. She knew every twist and turn. She didn’t know this was the last time
she’d ever walk this path.
Hidden deep in the forest, schoolgirlFelicity Parker is found carefully laid out on a rock with nothing but a freshly
picked bunch of flowers next to her. The body lies just off a popular hiking route, and Detective Jenna Alton thinks
the killer might be a visitor to the town, until another girl’s body is found at the local swimming pool, once again
posed with a bunch of flowers.
Jenna recognizes the signs of a serial killer, and thinks it could be a local. As the town is gripped with fear, Jenna must
examine each person the girls knew, and trust between neighbors starts to crumble.
Both girls went out on their own, and were found where they shouldn’t be. Were they taken by chance, or did they
know their killer? How were they lured so far from safety? And can Jenna and her team find the killer before another
life is lost?
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An absolutely nail-biting thriller that will keep you up all night. If you enjoy Robert Dugoni, Karin Slaughter and
Rachel Abbott, you’ll love this!

What readers are saying about Bring Me Flowers :
‘Oh my flipping goodness!! ... kept me guessing until the very last page … I cannot fault this book at all – if I could read
it all over again for the very first time, I would jump at the chance … Hard hitting, addictive, and incredibly chilling
… A truly toe curling read – fantastic!' The Writing Garnet
‘I was taken on a rollercoaster ride …it leaves you gripping the edge of your seat in anticipation… will keep you
hooked from the very beginning.’ Stardust Book Reviews
‘An incredibly fast-paced, high octane thriller that begs to be read in one sitting… it was impossible to put down.'The
Book Nurse
‘Wow bloody brilliant! This book had everything – it was dark, creepy and disturbing and made me get chills… I read
it in super fast time because I couldn't put it down. An excellent read.' Bonnie's Book Talk
‘Suspenseful from the first page, with a pace that never lets up, this wasa book I could not stop thinking about… an
absolutely unputdownable, gut wrenching story with an ending I did not see coming and which I am still thinking
about. Brilliant. A masterpiece.’ Renita D’Silva
‘The killer sent shivers down my spine as his narrative outlined his desire to kill and his unique MO … I love it when a
writer creates a character that creeps me out inside my head and this is one guy you wouldn't want turning up with a
bunch of flowers for you! … So many potential suspects, my wee head was spinning as I tried to work out the
whodunnit and whydunnit! I do love a good old workout for the brain and this one kept me guessing all the way
through!’ Chapter in My Life
‘Gripping main plot with a villain I never in a million years spotted.’ Goodreads Reviewer
‘The story will suck you in and keep you guessing until the end, despite trying to make you believe that you know
who the murderer is.’ Goodreads Reviewer
‘This book has surpassed my expectations and iseven better than what I could have imagined.’ Sean’s Book Reviews
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